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KITCHEN CALL - LP6 – Radio paging system  
  

                   
 
This compact, highly practical system offers multiple radio paging solutions and is ideal for hotels, leisure 
centres, pubs and clubs, retail outlets, supermarkets, industrial sites, offices, nursing and care applications. 
 
The system is very simple to install and operate and comprises of a desktop transmitter with tone and vibrating 
radio pagers. Vibrate only may be supplied as an option. 
 
The transmitter is equipped with a keypad that enables simple selection of paging options. Up to 99 individual 
pagers can be used simultaneously. To call pager number 21 for example, key in 21, press transmit.  
Pager 21 then responds with a tone and vibrate alert, this operates for seven seconds then automatically 
stops.  
 
The rated operating range is 50m with signal repeater/boosters available for larger venues increasing the 
range by a further 50m. Up to five repeater/boosters can be employed on one system.  
 
 

EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION  
 
Single system for use in a building. (for use by customers)  
Typical use in a restaurant to page customers when their table is ready. They are issued with a pager labelled 
with their table number. The restaurant manager, when the table is ready, simply keys in the table number then 
presses the transmit button. The customer’s pager responds to indicate that their table is ready. This gives 
them the freedom to wait at he bar or elsewhere. 
 
Multiple systems in a building. ( for use as a kitchen call system) 
The transmitter is located in the kitchen (the keypad is splash proof). When a waiter is required in the kitchen 
simply select the corresponding number and their pager will summon them to the kitchen. This makes a  totally 
organised system for paging customers and making sure the waiting staff know when the meal is ready to be 
served. 
 
Pagers are rechargeable and are supplied with a charger. Transmitters operate from 12 Volt DC power 
adaptor (supplied) and are fitted with a backup battery. Transmitters and pagers are available separately or a 
four-pager kit is available. 
 
 



 

Specifications: 
 
Keypad transmitter: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Dimensions  L 120mm W 103mm D 25mm    
Weight  177g (including backup battery) 
Frequency 433.925 MHz  
Splash proof Keypad 
Simple Selection 
Supports up to 99 pagers ( 1 – 99 ) 
LED indication of selection and transmission 
AC adapter included 
Battery Back up 
 
 
Pager: 
 

 
 
 
L 95mm H 55mm W 18mm  
Weight including battery 102g.  
Tone and Vibrate 
7-second timer 
Belt Clip 
Rechargeable Battery 
LED Indicator 
 
 

The Kitchen Call Kit including 4 pagers along with their charger unit, the Kitchen Call 
transmitter and its power supply and full instructions - £325 + VAT and carriage, 
typically £10. 


